
 

The Hermes III apartment   
Svetoga  Josipa 13Dubrovnik Old Town 

 
 

The Hermes apartments are nestled in a lovely newly reconstructed palace, right in the historic heart of Dubrovnik, yet tucked away in 

a quiet side street to ensure a restful stay. This beautiful house consists of five high quality apartments. The apartments are a perfect 

union of the past with present. Sensitive restoration seamlessly blends with imaginative contemporary design to ensure the building 

retains its unique character. The Hermes apartments boast everything that a four star hotel can offer, with the added advantages that 

only a self-catered apartment can provide: privacy, spaciousness and the fantastic atmosphere of a real home. Whether you are a 

couple, family or friends travelling together, the Hermes apartment is a fantastic choice to fully experience a special and unforgettable 

stay in Dubrovnik. 

 

 

Interior 
 

The Hermes III apartment is located on the 3rd floor and can accommodate 5 guests comfortably. When refurbished special attention 

was paid to details and all the existing structures were preserved such as stone shelves, typical wooden arches …giving the apartment 

its authentic touch. The living/dining room of this apartment is furnished with modern yet comfortable furniture. The sofa in this area 

can be used as a comfortable sofa bed for the 5th guests. There is a  satellite TV, Dvd & CD player. Off to the side you will also find 

the dining table and chairs should you decide you choose to eat in instead of choosing from one of the many restaurants which 

surround you. The modern kitchen is equipped with everything to make your visit a hassle free one: dishwasher, coffee machine, 

microwave etc. The two comfortable bedrooms feature a double bed, large wardrobe space for guests' belongings and offer 

contemporary and minimalism style. The main fully tiled bathroom comes with tub with massage shower and washbasin.  The second 

one has a rain forest shower, washbasin and hairdryer. The apartment has air-conditioning (hot and cold) throughout to make your 

stay enjoyable whatever the season and there is wireless internet for the business traveller or for catching up with family back home. 

They are also common laundry facilities which might be useful for longer stay.  If quality, style and central location are priorities for 

your visit to Dubrovnik, then the Hermes apartment is the way to go. 

 

 

Facilities 

Sleeps:  5  

56 m2 

2 Bathrooms with bathtub 

TV satellite 

Dvd player 

CD player 

Dishwasher 

Microwave 

Safe box 

Air Conditioning/Heating 

Common laundry facilities  

Wi-Fi access 

Non smoking 

Concierge service 

 
 

Location  

Beach: 10 mn walk 

Supermarket: 100 m 

Restaurants & bars: 100 m 

Bank & cash point: 50 m 

Airport: 23 km 

Port/ ferry: 3km 

 

 

Butterfly Services notes  

The Hermes apartment’s sizes offer guest different comfort levels however they feature similar amenities. When rented as a whole, 

Hermes can accommodate up to 12 guests.   

 

 

Rates on request 
 


